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The South African Lift Industry has become somewhat confused with the 
latest definitions of lift inspection service providers (LISP), initially known as 
AIA’s. We all pinned the AIA’s control to their SANAS accreditation authority.  
This is totally erroneous, as although requiring SANAS accreditation, AIA’s 
have to be DoL ‘exempted’ in order to practice as OHSAct-defined LISP’s.  

This is further exacerbated by the fact that you cannot find out who the 
practicing LISP’s (AIA’s) are from a DoL website … it simply does not exist! 
When the industry phone Bonnie Peden to inquire who the AIA’s are for 
their particular area, she depends on the courtesy of SANAS for a list, as the 
comprehensive SANAS website is not very user-friendly for extracting the 
accredited lift AIA’s. Since a list from DoL of all their exempted lift AIA’s is 
just not available, we are led to question if this is secrecy or inadequacy? 

Pre-1993, all the government machinery (lift) inspectors had to be govern-
ment certificated ‘Works Engineers’ in order to be appointed as inspectors 
by the Minister under Section 28 of the MOSAct and later OHSAct. They con-
trolled all the new lifts and escalator registrations, and inspected them be-
fore allowing them to run. The fees varied between R50 and R120 per lift or 
escalator. We had to pre-arrange with the area inspector concerned; pick 
him up, issue him with a white dust-coat and inspection equipment 
(including test weights), as every lift was tested for full compliance. We then 
negotiated the corrective action and time-scales for any non-compliances. If 
not serious, a letter would suffice, otherwise a re-inspection was arranged.  

After 1993 when the ‘old inspectorate’ was disbanded, DoL exempted ‘peer-
group’ lift company employed field engineers to carry out these inspection 
requirements. The fees so charged were what the Industry was prepared to 
pay, but started from R250 to R800 per lift, including any transport costs. 
Thus the present-day lift inspection entities arose, fulfilling a need in our 
Industry. This developed positively until the September 2010 OHSAct 
Amendment Bill, which gave notice of lift inspection service providers! 
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LIASA Meetings 2017  
 

 LIASA General  -  Wed 12th April 

 LIASA General  -  Wed 7th June 

 LIASA General  -  Wed 2nd August 

 LIASA AGM -  Wed 11th October 

 All meetings to take place at 

Jeppe Quondam @ 09:00 unless 

advised to the contrary.  

 

Without a past history ... 

You cannot have a future! 



 

 

We were called in by three 

totally divergent clients last 

month, querying service pro-

vider contracts, specifically 

their critical compliance com-

ponents. Unanimous in their 

query, they believe that they 

were being short-changed by 

the contracted lift companies. 
 

Types of Contracts 
 

Two of the contracts were is-

sued by the multi-nationals 

concerned, the third being the 

client’s own ‘performance-

based’ contract. With the for-

mer contracts, these clients 

had been locked in for ten 

years, with the contracts being 

biased towards the service 

provider, with many exclusions 

that should in fact have been 

normal wear and tear clauses. 
 

With the performance-based 

contract, the client was not 

employing their contractual 

right and applying non-

compliance penalties, simply  

because it was so difficult to 

manage. In each case lengthy 

discussions ensued, primarily 

on how to escape from these 

alleged biased contracts. 

LIFT SERVICE PROVIDER CONTRACTS 
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OHSAct LEPC Regulations 
 

Sect. 6.(1) Maintenance:  The user shall 

designate a competent person or firm 

employing a competent person to 

examine once a month … 
  

Sect.7.(1) Record Keeping:  The user of 

a lift … shall keep in a safe place in the 

machine room, a record for every lift … 

a report of every examination, includ-

ing every modification, repairwork, 

adjustment and test carried out … The 

user shall keep these reports in the 

motor room for at least 10 years ...   
   

CRITICAL REQUIREMENTS 
 

1. Service Contract:  As no lift may run 
legally without a service contract, the 
Law (OHSAct) requires the Owner to 
appoint a service provider of their 
choice, who must of necessity be a 
‘competent person’ by definition. The 
Owner then deputes that service pro-
vider to meet the legal requirements 
to keep that lift running. The Regula-
tions however requires the Owner to 
retain overall responsibility by carry-
ing out a risk assessment at least once 
a year to ensure legal compliance. 
 

GIAMA (Government Immovable As-
set Management Act) in fact require 
the Owner to carry out risk assess-
ments for all the OHSAct regulated 
disciplines of … Lifts, Boilers; Electri-
cal Reticulation; Air-conditioning; 
Fire and Security Access Controls
  

2. Competent Person:  Discussions in 
the Industry regularly focus on the 
perceived ‘quality’ of the servicemen. 
We used to refer to them as Lift Tech-
nicians , but nowadays tag them as lift 
servicemen, for they are most assur-
edly not in the same category. 

 

 Secondly, we grew up in the Lift In-
dustry with the approach that service-
men are dedicated to their specific 
service route. This seems to have fall-
en by the way-side as few routes are 
seen to have the same dedicated ser-
viceman. An installation in question 
this week, has had 4 different service-
men over the past 6 months. Taking 
this up with the responsible field op-
erations manager, we were asked 
what the problem was … we at least 
got a serviceman every month … as 
though he was doing the client a fa-
vour! The fact that the regulatory 
safety tests and rope inspections 
were not compliant, didn’t seem to 
phase him as he shrugged it off with a 
minor excuse that he would get to it. 

 
 

3.  Preventative Maintenance:  Sect.6.
(2) clearly states  … shall examine the 
parts as prescribed by the relevant 
manufacturer … implying preventa-
tive maintenance. We regularly re-
monstrate with the service providers 
that their servicemen merely log 
‘basic service’. Any senior long-serving 
lift inspector will immediately on 
walking onto an installation, reveal 
whether the lift is being properly and 
preventatively maintained or just the 
usual basic lube services every month. 

 

4.    Regulatory Maintenance Compliance:  
The majority of installations inspected 
over the past year, appear to have 
non-compliant regulatory safety in-
spections, specifically … 

 Annual safety-gear tests 

 Annual over-speed governor tests 

 Annual pit-buffer tests 

 6-Monthly rope inspections 
 

We believe this to be due primarily to 
lack of training, for most servicemen 
will tell you that they have not been on 
courses for say the past year or two. Is 
this due to budgetary constraints? 
 

Secondly, we blame this squarely on 
the lack of supervision. Most of the 
non-compliances logged on our SANS 
1545 Annex ‘B’ inspections could have 
been obviated with the proper supervi-
sion. The few Supervisors still remain-
ing have become pen-pushing clerks in 
their office. In our days we were obli-
gated to visit every existing installation 
at least every 6-months! 

 

5.  Spares Stock-Holding:  There is little 
doubt on most senior AIA’s mind that 
general service spares holding is a 
problem. Having come up through the 
ranks over the past 4 to 5 decades, we 
have seen stock-holding reduce expo-
nentially every year due mostly to 
budgetary constraints. Fortunately the 
Owners are staying abreast of Industry 
developments and don’t believe every-
thing that they are told anymore. 



 

 

“I simply cannot imagine 

enjoying my work so 

much,  working with 

such talented young 

people who have the 

ultimate desire to be a 

winner.” 
                                   Garry Player 

 

“One of the greatest 

privileges in life Is to par-

ticipate in something 

unforgettable. If that 

experience turns out to 

be pleasant to boot, t 

makes your whole achie-

vement that much rich-

er.” 
 

                                      Cyril Ramaphosa 

 

“Nothing great and 

lasting in the world has 

ever been accomplished 

without passion.” 
 

                                       Nelson Mandela 

 

 

For as long as we have been issuing 
the Educom, so long have we been 
complaining that especially the multi-
national lift service providers are not 
fully compliant with the standards and 
regulations as defined by the OHSAct. 
 

The multi-national CEO’s and their 
principal officers are all privy to a gra-
tis copy of every edition of the Edu-
com, thereby seeing first-hand that 
their field staff are not up to speed 
when it comes to the bottom line that 
these senior executives contract to 
maintain for the lift owners, obviously 
at a preconceived fee.  
 

We are reaching the stage where per-
haps 50% of Annex ’B’ inspections are 
inspected to be non-compliant, with 
the majority of these failing their 6-
monthly rope inspection and annual 
safety test compliance inspections. Yet 
these multi-national service providers 
contract to maintain the owners’ lifts 
to full regulatory and standards com-
pliance. 
 

Although  a regulation now for several 
years, the annual testing of pit buffers 
is possibly 90% non-compliant. Some 
branch managers that we reported to, 
did not even know this to be a new 
regulatory standard. 
 

Incidentally, on three major portfolio 
installations inspected this week  
where rope inspections; annual safety 
tests and the pit buffer tests were ba-
sically totally non-compliant, we had 
to question WHY they had swapped 
servicemen at least four or five times 
over the past year … no wonder that 
the servicemen do not take ownership 
of these regulatory requirements. 
 

We reported to a branch manager that 
the record books on all 3 lifts on a cer-
tain installation, became full in Octo-
ber 2015. Since then the serviceman 
has been signing the monthly service 
visits inside the record books cover. 

One immediately questions if apart 
from being scotch with spares, are 
they now being equally stingy with 
their record books? No wonder that 
the serviceman does then not bother 
with the buffers, safeties and rope 
inspection logs. 
 

Do we now blame the serviceman, his 
supervisor, or the branch manager to 
whom we have been reported this 
type of shortcoming in writing quite 
regularly?    
 

A major nationally-spread property 
and lift owner, recently queried WHY 
lift service providers had not been 
bound by the OHSAct to become 
SANAS Accredited. We had to reply 
that the multi-national lift companies 
are in fact ISO 9002 accredited be-
cause of a requirement from their 
overseas principals, but not yet en-
forced through the OHSAct. The soon-
er DoL therefore enforce this require-
ment, the sooner our lift will become 
more standards’ compliant. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Above:  This is what the client is pay-
ing for every month … preventative 
maintenance (not logged); non-
compliance maintenance (with no 
rope, safety and buffer tests logged); 
and the OHSAct-required monthly 
service logs … written on the inside 
cover of an over-full record book! 
 

HOPEFULLY THE MULTI-NATIONAL 
CEO’S WILL TAKE NOTICE OF WHAT IS 
HAPPENING … IN THEIR COMPANY! 
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WORDS of WISDOM LIFT SERVICE PROVIDER QUALITY 

INAUGURAL LISPSA  

MEETING 
 

All AIA’s are requested to 

attend  the inaugural meeting 

at ... 
 

 JEPPE QUONDAM  

 10:30 Wednesday 

 12TH APRIL 
 

The meeting will follow on  

the LIASA meeting which 

commences at 09:00.   



 

 

LIFT INSPECTION: 

A LEGAL RE-

QUIREMENT 
 

Facile glibness and double-

speak are fine for the current 

flash-in-the-pan marketing 

approach to lift inspections 

in South Africa, but can the 

current low rate of inspec-

tions be realistically sustained 

whilst there are thousands of 

lifts running without valid Annex 

‘B’ comprehensive reports … and 

growing?  
 

This minefield falls under the 

responsibility of the Regula-

tor, who is legally bound to 

chase up the transgressors. 

The gap between the reality 

of accredited lift inspection 

service providers and the 

artificially distorted number 

of lifts still to be inspected … 

is becoming an ethical and 

soon unbridgeable divide.  
 

The fact that AIA’s continu-

ally inspect multi-national 

service provider lifts that are 

running without valid certifi-

cates, bears mute testimony 

to this claim. Property own-

ers question us as to how this 

is possible with all the appar-

ent checks and balances in 

place? The answer can only 

lie with the Regulator, who 

by statutory Law is tasked to 

police the lift compliance 

system. His inspectors are 

Section 28 appointed Labour 

Inspectors. LISPSA AIA’s 

are merely DoL exempted, 

with no authority to act!  

THE  CUTTING  EDGE of LIFT  ENGINEERING  TECHNOLOGY 

Lift engineering management has 

evolved into a powerful image, com-

posed of many inputs of technology, 

standards and regulations, but its 

nuances can unfortunately best be 

described as abstract. Lift engineer-

ing is as a minimum, composed of 

the interaction between three dis-

tinct components … 

 Generic lift and escalator prod-

ucts 

 Local and multi-national Man-

agement policies 

 New sales and aftersales ser-

vice … the focal point of any lift 

company’s existence. 
 

The effect of the lift consultants, 

AIA’s and RLI’s are restricted to what 

our South African lift industry can 

sustain. With over 24,000 units to be 

inspected every two years and only 

some 20 AIA lift entities accredited 

by SANAS and exempted by DoL to 

date, there should be so many in-

spections that we cannot cope. In 

reality we have to consistently can-

vas for inspection work, with several 

inspection service providers drop-

ping their fee structure to below real 

cost.  

What a sad state of affairs!  

Lift Engineering may be a science, 

but the art has deserted it and the 

professional philosophy has fallen 

by the wayside. 
      

The feeling of inspectors lately, has 

been that, compelled by the logic of 

minimum unit inspection cost, eco-

nomics in the Lift Industry has be-

come based on the simple expedient 

of … lift service providers requiring 

the greatest amount of inspections 

at the lowest possible cost. The DoL 

enforced rising accreditation costs, 

accompanied by the down-pressure 

on inspection costs has seen AIA’s 

struggling to survive  -  with certain 

RLI individuals even resorting to the 

issue of illegal annexures simply to 

obtain an income … and survive! 
 

With the concept of AIA accredited 

inspectors having become entren-

ched and the whole inspection pro-

cess legitimised through DoL’s ex-

emption to practice, AIA’s are still 

struggling to make ends meet. This  

is of little consequence to the lift 

companies and DoL, for their objec-

tive is purely to provide a compliant 

lift inspection service to their client 

base without the burden of exces-

sive cost to themselves. 
 

The time has now arrived for AIA’s 

to understand their role in the Lift 

Industry. They are independent in-

spection service providers receiving 

inspection mandates from the lift 

owners to inspect their lifts. Fair 

industry-related fees should now be 

negotiated between the owners and 

the AIA’s. Regretfully, this is not the 

case, as thousands of lifts and esca-

lators are left running without valid 

comprehensive reports. 
 

Where inspections ARE carried out, 

there appears to be some resistance 

to the lift service providers rectifying 

the non-compliances raised within 

the regulated 60 days. Presently 

some 33% of annexures expire be-

cause of the lift companies’ non-

compliant rectification. Now comes 

the bottom line … What is the regu-

lator doing to resolve these issues? 

As far as we see … NOTHING, for no-

one is pulled up for their non-

compliance! Perhaps the new 

LISPSA association will get it right? 
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The above photo in last week’s newspaper, 
indicates the lowest point not only in this 
Gauteng gold mine, but ostensibly in the 
whole world. It is 3891,2m (or 3,89km) below 
the embankment datum-line of the Mponeng 
goldmine near Fochville, some 90km outside 
Johannesburg. Alternately, this point which is 
adjacent to the shaft-pit of the deeper sub-
vertical shaft, is 2062,4m below sea level.  
 

AngloGold Ashanti's Mponeng mine is 
mined to an average depth of 3,400m below 
surface and is one of the world's richest 
gold mines with grades at over 8g/t. It is 
one of three AngloGold projects in the West 
Witts area, apart from Savuka and TauTona 
mines. The name means 'look at me' in the 
local Sotho language. 
 

Formerly the Western Deep Levels South 
Shaft No 1, Mponeng was preceded by the 
Buffelsfontein GMC’s ‘Pioneer Shaft’ some 
12km south of Stilfontein. Pioneer Shaft in 
1958 broke the World deep-Sinking record 
under Master Sinker ‘Big Jim’ McAlpine, 
assisted by Deputy Master Sinker Abe Klein-
hans. 
 

The photo brings back memories of when 
the writer joined the Buffelsfontein Gold 
Mine electrical department in 1961 as a 
trainee electrical engineer, and become a 
member of the ‘mine-winding team’, work-
ing on the main and sub-shaft winders, 
down to a depth of 3460m. Buffelsfontein 
was at that time producing a minimum of  
318,000oz gold per annum.  
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GAUTENG  -  “PLACE OF  GOLD” 

The mine's estimated production then was to be 5.7 
million ounces of gold and 27.32 million tons of urani-
um graded at 6.12g/t and 0.24lb/t respectively.  
 

Massive underground chillers made it possible to sur-
vive at the depth taken on the photo, with a probable 
ambient temperature of approximately 38°C in the 
areas where there was no through ventilation. At least 
in the main haulages the temperatures were con-
trolled at around 32°. Two bottles of Orros and a pack-
et of slow-sodium was standard issue every week if 
you worked underground.  
 

The standard speed for the vertical travelling mine 
winders for passengers was 7,5m/s or 1500’/minute. 
Material was hoisted at < 14,5m/s (2900’/min). We 
often on Proto-Team (Fire-drill) call-out, had to travel 
with the material, so made sure that you stood well 
away from the open doorway at this speed. 
 

The vertical shafts had four compartments, two for 
mostly passenger cages (three decks of 22 persons per 
deck), and the larger central compartments with dou-
ble-decker cages housing 54 persons per deck.  
 

The winding ropes were mostly 38 < 54mm diameter. 
As it was a single rope per cage, the Mines Regulations 
required weekly rope inspections, usually carried out 
on a Saturday night as the shaft had to be inspected as 
well  -  This could take anything up to 5 or 6 hours. 
Every 6 months the connection head of the rope was 
cut off and sent away for investigation, with the rope-
end made off again from scratch by the Rigger.     

                             

                                                                           Theo Kleinhans                                          

                                           Electrical & Mechanical Engineer 

                                                    Mines & Works Certificated 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Stillfontein’s world renown  ‘Margaret Shaft’ with its 6-

compartment shaft and automatic ‘Koepe Winder’. 



 

 

(Continued from Page 1) 
 

ORIGINAL SERVICE PROVIDER ACCREDITATION 
 

The proposed 2004 OHSAct amendments released to the 
DoL Select Advisory Committee, for the first time intro-
duced the proposal of ‘Lift Service Providers’ being re-
quired to become SANAS accredited. The committee 
welcomed this as it would most certainly bring the inde-
pendent lift service providers more in line with the multi
-nationals who were then mostly ISO 9002 accredited. 
The Committee continued with these amendments right 
into 2008, which appeared to die a natural death as it 
was bandied back and forth between our committee and 
the DoL legal department who kept changing wording. 
 

INSPECTION SERVICE PROVIDER  
ACCREDITATION 

 

It then resurfaced as a final draft, ready for acceptance 
by the Minister and sub-sequential publishing … but 
listed inspection service providers now being targeted 
for SANAS accreditation … it was a fait accompli! The 
adjective ‘inspection’ had been slipped in before the 
noun ‘service provider’. The 17 September 2010 OHSAct 
amendments, released under Gazette No.9380 is now 
history. Little did RLI’s realise what lay in store for them. 
 

Our contention was that the Chief Inspector of Occupa-
tional Health and Safety required all lift inspectors (as 
opposed to his own Section 28 appointed internal DoL 
inspectors), to be accredited by an accredited authority 
and under the control of DoL … In pursuance of the Sep-
tember 2010 OHSAct, ‘inspection’ service providers 
once accredited by SANAS, were to be appointed 
through DoL certification (exemption) to practice!   
 

WHY THEN IS THERE NO SUCH DoL  
REGISTRATION WEB-SITE? 

 

LISP’s are now regularly queried as to their apparent 
high cost of lift and escalator inspections? What DoL 
glance over is the fact that … 

 the original SANAS accreditation cost is approxi-
mately R160 000 per AIA ...  

 The first review (last year) was R20 000 ...  

 and this month’s review R24 000 ...  

 In between the reviews, the ‘electronic signature’ 
system became compulsory, which cost an addition-
al R12 000 ... So where does it end?  

 

OHSACT CONTRAVENTIONS 
 

Towards the end of last year, LIASA reported several 
contraventions to the DoL Provincial Directors, with cop- 

 
 

ies to the Pretoria HQ, as our previous complaints to HQ 
had been met by requests for proof of reporting. In last 
month’s Educom we reported the almost unbelievable 
fact that a lift service provider was installing brand new 
lifts in a new building without the requisite OHSAct An-
nexure 1’s (permission to erect). Now over 3 months 
later, we are yet to hear of corrective action from DoL. 

 

We likewise reported RLI’s who were issuing Annex ‘B’ 
comprehensive reports without DoL’s exemption to do 
so. In several of these known incidences, LIASA sus-
pended the LIASA membership of these RLI’s. In one 
case this RLI is part of our National Executive Com-
mittee, whose excuse was that he was ‘in any case 
busy’ with his SANAS accreditation. He conveniently 
forgot that he still required DoL’s exemption as well! In 
the DoL inquiry (October 2016), the Presiding Officer 
undertook to deliver a verdict to us as well as the com-
plainant within 3 days … It is now over four months! 
 

In the interim period DoL instructed SANAS to complete 
this person’s accreditation and (from what he hear), 
issued him with exemption to practice. As there is no 
LISPSA web, we cannot corroborate this fact. LIASA are 
however now faced with the dilemma that this person 
is still suspended ...      
 

WHAT MESSAGE IS DoL SENDING OUT  
TO THE INDUSTRY WITH THIS APPROACH? 

 

Compliant LISP’s immediately question DoL’s bona fides 
when we ourselves have to complete such rigorous DoL
-imposed SANAS compliance requirements at such high 
cost, whilst others are allowed to knock the system? Do 
DoL not realise that it is exactly for this high cost that 
so few RLI’s have seen fit to become DoL-exempted in 
order to earn a living from lift inspections.  

 

The cost and red tape is just too high! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                        Certificated Electrical & Mechanical Engineer 
                                                                                             Mines & Works 

 

AIA’s   :   ‘SANAS ACCREDITED’  vs  ‘DOL EXEMPTED’ 
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COST  of  ANNEX ‘B’  INSPECTIONS 
 

It is par for the course that one-man LISP’s will charge 

much less for inspections than fully fledged inspection 

bodies with a formal office and a secretary. The clients 

appear not to be bothered that these LISP’s have no 

public and professional liability insurance; have no 

COIDA (Workman’s Comp); UIF and VAT registration. 

All they are interested in is an Annex ’B’ comprehen-

sive report as cheap as possible! Quality : not an issue.   
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INTERESTING LIFT DOORS                                                                     

During my lift inspections I  
came across these interesting 
lift swing doors. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

My first thoughts were that it 
must be for very short people 
working at the silo, but then I 
realized that the doors were 
installed upside down. Nowa-
days this will be against SANS 
5001-1or 2, which requires that 
vision panels wider than 80 mm 
must be at least 1m above the 
floor level. The doors were the 
wrong hand for this lift, so the 
installer made a plan - he moved 
the hinges to the other side of 
the landing frames, as also the 
landing door locks. 
 

But then over the hill, only 15 

Km from this silo I found more 

doors modified. Then I realised 

that the doors were just deliv-

ered to the wrong silos. Probably 

the delivery was on the same 

day … with the same truck? 
 

Clearly, communication was al-

ready a problem then, but we 

had an excuse  -  it was before 

the advent of cellular phones.  

In those days, we as installers 

went into the country for two to 

three weeks to do a lift installa-

tion at the grain silos, with the 

absolute minimum contact with 

the company you worked for or 

your family back home. 
 

Lunch during the day was a half 

loaf and a Coke. After payday 

there was a tin of Bully beef 

which you ate with your steel 

ruler. Yes, that’s true ... we still 

used steel rulers in those days  -  

guesswork or “that is close 

enough” was not allowed on 

construction sites.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  FROM  WILLEM  DU  TOIT’S  DESK 

The Answer to the  
Rusted Roof Sheeting 

 

Roof sheeting was not always galvanized. There 
were eras that they used tin and also zinc. 
That’s why some old people (not me) talk about 
‘tin’ roofs. In the process of electroplating, the 
thickness of the metal deposit on the steel 
sheet was not the same on both sides. The steel 
sheet was pulled through the electroplating or 
hot dip bath and the deposit on the underside 
was normally less than on the top side. 
In the older days the sheets were rolled to end 
with the same groove – highs or lows whichev-
er way you look at it. To get two-groove over-
laps, every second sheet was installed upside 
down – called the “over and under” method. 
The upside down sheets, with the lesser cover-
ing then starts to rust before the other sheets. 
If the roof was maintained (painted), this would 
never have been seen. Also if the sheets were 
the same way up, with the thicker covering on 
top the sheets would not have been rusted on 
the underside, because you need oxygen and 
water for rust (corrosion) to form. 
Nowadays roof sheeting is rolled with different 
grooves on the sides so that there is no need to 
turn the sheets around at all. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Modern processes also ensure that the deposit of 

galvanizing is the same on both sides of the sheets. 

INNOVATION 
 

Innovation is the mother of in-

vention … Anyone who has nev-

er made a mistake … has never 

tried anything new. We are 

what we think, for all that we 

are, arises from our thoughts. 

With our thoughts … we make 

the world. 
 

                                      Albert Einstein 
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If you do not pre-determine 

the possible consequences 

of your actions, they may 

well land you up in hot wa-

ter later when you least 

expect it! 

                                   Yogi Berra 

Following on well-known technical journal-
ist Heide Gussenhoven’s visit this week, 
our discussion focused on presentations of 
what the readers want to see in our arti-
cles. It brought to the fore that the writer 
of modern technical articles consistently 
has to contend with a gallery of past 
ghosts, the departed legion of eminent 
writers who wrote about the history and 
their experiences with lifts and escalators. 
It became evident that writers describing 
their own idiosyncrasies, vary most widely 
with the multi-national  professional tech-
nical writers overseas,  describing their 
latest drive and control development that 
affects the whole of the world lift market.  
 

Writers who endeavoured in the past to 
make their mark, included engineers and 
lift specialists, mostly of exceptional tech-
nical calibre. The latter like Willem du Toit 
and Bruno Isler have the ability to write 
some really provocative technical and 
standards development articles. They can 
cover a wide range of description on the 
latest EN standards; illuminating biology of 
the latest V3F control, etc. All pointing to a 
primal gratification of the latest successful 
lift engineering developments. 
 

It could be stated that the resonating emo-
tion and spirituality of most technical writ-
ers fill our inquiring minds with explana-
tions of problem areas that  are related to 
lift and escalators installations, commis-
sioning and maintenance. It is no secret 
that the modern technical writer must con-
sider an archive that is already filled with 
manuscripts in exquisite language, com-
missioning and fault-finding sagacity and 
eco-sensitivity  

 

Heidi agreed with me that originality be-
comes elusive. Motivating the articles to 
be more of an exposè that challenge the 
readers’ enquiring minds is what it is all 
about, rather than writing drab articles 
about fault-finding  and commissioning ... 
Yet many successful lift engineers can re-
late their own in-house technical problems 
in qualified emboldened syntax. The only 
problem lies in motivating them to put pen 

to paper and submitting their article for 
the next issue of Educom. They have not 
yet alightened to the fact that it has to do 
with the politics of status; where publica-
tion of a technical article could confer an 
element of credibility upon the writer. Alt-
hough the pen is considered mightier than 
the sword, most of them are lift engineers, 
plying their trade with a very blunt pen.  
 

We tend to forget that true journalism 
makes unspoken claims on the precision of 
reporting, guaranteeing truthfulness and 
the actuality of the report. It is up to the 
writer to decide which facts to include and 
which not. The readers may justifiably mis-
trust any text that smacks of fiddling of the 
true facts. Both the contributing writers 
and the Educom editor therefore require 
honesty and exposure beyond the safety of 
platitudes.  
 

Every now and then one encounters text 
that leaps into life off the page, either be-
cause it expresses precisely how the lift 
reacts, or rarer yet, how the writer felt 
through each progressive step of commis-
sioning the latest wiz-bang drive and con-
trol. Therefore some of the best writings 
seem to be the most simple and least pre-
tentious. The script needs to do little more 
than transport the reader into a sense of 
awe and even wonderment, as he recog-
nises and comprehends along with the 
writer what latest development has been 
achieved 
 

But back to reality … to write about lift 
technical problems, development and 
standards, even for a technical periodical 
like the Educom, is no mean feat and re-
quires many hours of painstaking research, 
embellishing of short notes, type-setting 
and interfacing with photographs, and ulti-
mately turning a whole plethora of data 
into a meaningful acceptable well-
languaged journal, with the only reward to 
the writer in the end of … self-actualisation 
through a job well done.  
 

How good?    Well … you will need to 

ask our readers! 

CLAIMS AGAINST LIASA RLI’S 
for BREACH of ECSA CODES of 

CONDUCT and PRACTICE 
 

LIASA has received formal 
written complaints against two 
of its members for breach of 
the ECSA codes of conduct and 
practice. This is the first time 
ever that we receive written 
complaints against which to 
act. Regrettably, this leaves a 
sour taste in the mouth since 
both members are well known 
AIA’s in the industry. 
 

We need to confirm that two 
other members were also 
tagged for similar transgres-
sions, but the complainant 
withdrew his formal accusa-
tions at the last minute.  
 

The danger bells should be 
ringing on DoL’s door that 
these transgressions are in 
fact happening under their 
control. The question arises … 
what do DoL, or more correct-
ly the Regulator, anticipate 
doing to rectify this practice 
that is creeping into the Lift 
Industry?  
 

The problem lies with the is-
sue of valid annexure compre-
hensive reports by the person 
actually inspecting the lift 
(not another party) as well as 
that person being legally enti-
tled to carry out an inspection 
and issue a valid certificate. 
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LIFT  INSPECTIONS … A  SELF-RELIANT  INDUSTRY? 

 

I can’t give you a sure-fire formula for suc-
cess, but I can give you a formula for fail-
ure  … try pleasing everybody all the time! 
 

We can never be assured of the whole 
truth, but some excuse stories are most 
certainly better than others … 
                                                Herbert Swope (1882) 

Much has been bandied about re-

cently regarding the sustainability of 

lift inspections and whether it can 

become self-sustainable as an inte-

gral part of the lift engineering in-

dustry. Perception ranges from the 

merely lunatic to the deeply sensi-

tive. One consequently senses an air 

of confusion amid the miasma of 

self-interest, divergent opinion and 

simple ignorance permeating the 

realm of lift inspection. 
 

At this point, it may be useful to 

acknowledge some realities about 

lift inspection in South Africa. First 

and foremost is the recognition by 

all building owners that their lifts 

and escalators need to be in-

spected for regulatory compli-

ance at least once in every two 

years.  Secondly, we need to recog-

nise that the entire lift inspection 

industry in this country depends 

upon the copious supply of lifts in 

need of inspection ... for only then 

can it become financially viable. 
 

Some cities and regions can histori-

cally support a self-sustaining num-

ber of AIA’s, with the able assis-

tance of sub-contracting RLI’s. As a 

science, lift engineering has made 

remarkable strides in drive and con-

trols over the past decade, where 

previous simplistic views on inspec-

tion, has given way to more careful-

ly consideration of regulation and 

accreditation.  
 

But the scale of economy deter-

mines that lift inspection require-

ments are inextricable from eco-

nomic viability. Generally, this 

means that the volume of inspec-

tion requirements must increase 

within the lift engineering market so 

that the input costs may be fairly 

amortised over the shorter term of 

two years. This is particularly im-

portant as regards the high SANAS 

accreditation cost. The cost of ac-

creditation was further exacerbated 

by new testing equipment being 

defined, which then had to be cali-

brated so that the certificates are 

available for regular SANAS audits, 

which are guaranteed to ensue.  
 

Most of the AIA’s currently accred-

ited, have spent between 25 and 50 

years doing exactly what they now 

by Law have to be accredited to do. 

This accreditation includes final 

validation by DoL to in fact prac-

tice. We therefore simply cannot 

help ourselves being gradually 

drawn into the ethos of the whole 

inspection scenario and becoming 

very sceptical of DoL’s reasons. 
 

Browsing around in popular engi-

neering journals and delving into 

the arcane writings in Educom, we 

become perplexed beyond redemp-

tion as we endeavour to unwind the 

thinking rationale of the Regulator. 

The battery of opinions that we 

encounter along the way, is the stuff 

of which myths are made. The 

mental mesh through which all this 

input must be sifted, can be 

screened by either micron or meter 

magnitude  -  All dependent on 

your point of view.  
 

This brings us back to the point of 

departure of this dictum ...  
 

Can lift inspections be-

come self-sustaining in 

South Africa? 
 

The nuances in discussions of late 

seem to weigh against this notion 

for there is simply too much po-

litical interference and too much 

in-fighting for inspection man-

dates. So for the foreseeable future 

we opine that … 
 

The law of Nature, clear and 

inviolate … has become the 

survival of the fittest! 

ROBBIE BURNS (1759—1796) 
 

It’s now 225 years since the celebrated 

Bard of Ayshire, world renown Scottish 

cultural icon composed the internationally 

used Selkirk Grace … 
 

"Some hae meat an canna eat, 

And some wad eat that want it, 

But we hae meat an we can eat, 

So let the Lord be thankit." 
 

How can those of us of Scottish decent or 

Scottish affiliation ever forget this and 

other of Robbie’s most famous works … 

such as Auld Lang Syne … 

“Can auld aquaintance be forgot, 

Should auld acquaintance be forgot,  

And never brought to mind  …” 
 

  Tam o’ Shanter  &  Ode to the Haggis! 

"Fair fa your honest sonsie face, 

Great chieftain o the puddin race …” 
  

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                     

 

                         Sent in by reader Kelvin Everitt 



 

 

REFLECTION  on  SERVICE  QUALITY  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On Page 3 we reflected on the latest service quality expe-
rienced when carrying out random Annex ‘B’ lift inspections. 
This photo perhaps illustrates a case in point, where the 
whole approach to good house-keeping has lost its meaning 
to this serviceman!  When we question them on their ‘not-
so-clean installations’, the retort is always that they simply 
do not have the time to clean their installations any more! 

 

WHAT IS THE CUSTOMER PAYING FOR THEN? 
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Willem du Toit writes :  I always wondered why me-

chanics and technicians do not service governors and 

today I saw the reason ... It was always there ... right in 

front of my eyes ... DON’T TOUCH. 

 

 

 

 

SANAS  LIFT  INSPECTIONS  -  AN  INSPECTION  SERVICE  PROVIDER  REVIEW 
 

Having our second review this month since our original accreditation in 2015, again highlighted several anomalies with this 
whole new lift and escalator inspection system. The first hurdle was the high review cost of R24 000. The second was the 
preparation for the review of tools, equipment and site selection.  We were specifically requested for a modern escalator 
and lift. Thankfully, we were able to arrange with a top multi-national for assistance with their escalator and lift units at the 
newest and largest shopping mall in our area.  We were even able to arrange the technical assistance of the multi-national’s 
dedicated on-site service technicians, separate for lifts and escalators.  From the review, we had several key observations … 
 

 The professionalism of our SANAS auditors, both the on-site technical review as the office administration review ... 

 The proficiency of the multi-national’s service technicians, which was (surprisingly) beyond reproach ...  

 That we were not at the same high level of proficiency as these technicians; did not have the same sets of bridging 
pieces necessary to perform the various tests without the escalator and lift going into fatal error … 

 Did not know the specific product ‘error-codes’ which flagged up during testing, which verified the component … 

 Did not have the same level of tools (tool-trolley, etc) to strip the escalator for testing, including removing a step and 
testing the various test devices, including the ‘broken-step’ and ‘missing-step’ devices … 

 Testing the ‘tread-plate safeties’ (pallet) from the missing-step position at 7500N, and HOW to test it … 

 Only our SANAS-required inspection equipment of tacho, light-meter, general volt-meter, AVO, etc., were superior ...    
 

The above shortcomings will have to be raised at our next LIASA/LISPSA general meeting, inclusive of the absolute necessity 
for training RLI’s and AIA’s on this latest equipment. This must obviously include the latest new equipment of the other multi-
nationals as well. After the above technical review, we worked through SANS 21 - 1:2009, especially the ‘Static Tests’ under 
Section 5.3.3.2.  Not one of us knew all the tests and test data stated for these tests.  It was obvious that inspections of this 
latest equipment is becoming even more specialised as opposed to our knowledge of yester-year  -  It is not impossible that 
LISP’s very soon become specialised on certain manufacturers’ equipment, as our old general knowledge is just not good 
enough anymore!  This places specific prominence on our ‘CPD’ … continued professional development training! 



 

 

 

From Willem du Toit’s  
Inspection File 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

We as registered lift inspectors 
must not forget that a landing 
door lock is a safety device, 
coming with a type test certifi-
cate. If anybody modifies it in 
any way, it does not comply any-
more with the relevant standard. 
 

This lock (above photo), recently  

 

appeared in an issue of the Edu-

com. This lock is known in the 

industry as an Otis “L” lock and it 

is one of the safest locks availa-

ble for swing doors if it is in-

stalled as designed. 
 

On the photo (left) the lock has 

been modified with a pencil in-

ductor, which is easily accessible 

to the any person. It can be acti-

vated by “simple means” like any 

piece – for instance a coin or a 

bunch of keys. 
 

The photo (right) is of a lock on a 

sliding door (don’t judge the 

dirt – that’s how we service 

nowadays). This lock is also 

modified, but this is not a normal 

pencil inductor. This is  

 

done with an intrinsic safe circuit 

and the sensor is not easily ac-

cessible to anybody. 
 

This system is acceptable and 

compulsory in explosive envi-

ronments and is therefore most 

suitable to use in extreme dust 

or wet conditions such as silos. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

(continued on Page 14) 
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1.  The two owners of Kidderminster-based fencing firm ‘Hoo 

Farm Fencing’ have been fined £10 000 each and given sus-

pended sentences after a worker was hit by timber posts and 

frames which fell from a fork lift truck  -  The company failed 

to have the fork lift truck in question thoroughly examined 

and serviced up to the required standards. 
 

2. A Cleckheaton engineering firm was sentenced today for 

safety breaches after a worker suffered life changing 

injuries  when the shortening clutches of the crane 

sheared, causing the load to swing and strike Mr Tait on 

the head  -  The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) prose-

cuting, told the court the lifting operation had not been 

suitably planned and that the equipment in use was 

poorly maintained. They were fined £40 000. 
 

3.   A Kent-based box manufacturing company has been fined 

£270 000 for health and safety failings, even though nobody 

was injured … simply because of the severity of the breach!  -  

Maidstone Crown Court heard how an external inspector had 

highlighted several non-compliances eight months prior to 

the Health and Safety Executive’s (DoL) visit. The HSE found 

areas including serious electrical regulation’s breach; danger-

ous machinery safety guarding omissions and the illegal stor-

age of combustible service materials … All non-compliant! 
 

Summing up, the HSE said that these accidents and situations  

should never have happened as the company is required by Law to: 

“Have had systems in place to identify that unsafe  

working conditions was occurring regularly.” 

 

 
 
4.  The fire underneath an escalator near London Bridge 
on 31 January prompted a full evacuation of the whole 
station. Only the vigilance and professionalism of the 
staff at the scene prevented tragedy as people scarp-
ered to get away from the fire area. Safety representa-
tives reported that the fire appears to have been caused 
by a build-up of oil, grease and cleaning materials under 
the escalator, left by the service provider. 
 

“This kind of incident was predicted by Railway 
safety reps as a consequence of ever-
diminishing inspection and maintenance pro-
gram frequencies” said general secretary Mick 
Cash, “… seeing staff cut to the bone simply to 
save costs on maintenance regimes for escala-
tors and other assets, is foolish in the extreme, 
running this kind of risks across the whole Lon-
don Tube Network.”  

Note by Editor:   Sounds familiar, doesn’t it? 
 

5. One of Britain’s most iconic stately homes has been 
sentenced after a domestic was crushed to death by a 
lift - Arthur Mellar, 48, a butler at Burghley House in 
Stamford was killed on 12th January when a luggage lift 
descended on him while he was trying to free an item of 
luggage which had become stuck. Peterborough Crown 
Court heard that a luggage lift was being used to lift 
guests’ bags from the ground to second floor in the pri-
vate area of Burghley House, when one of the bags be-
came jammed and the lift stopped. At some point, the 
butler attempted to free the jammed bags but the lift 
descended on him, trapping him between the lift cage 
and the bannister of the stairwell. 

UK  -  SERIOUS  &  FATAL  ACCIDENTS 
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6. Grandmother Joan Daws, died when she became trapped 

while transporting a weighing chair at the Laleham care 
home in Central Parade, Herne Bay. Colleagues told how 
she screamed “help, I can’t breathe” before losing con-
sciousness during the tragedy on October 16  -  Her boss-
es finally admitted health and safety failings. 

  

7. “A hotel lift carrying five family members suffered a ‘cat-
astrophic failure’ crashing through four floors, a court 
heard  -  The horror accident left the passengers, who 
were staying in the Killarney Plaza Hotel while attending a 
wedding, with serious injuries. It was 15 minutes before 
staff at the hotel realised the lift was wedged into the 
basement and the doors had to be prised open”. 

 

 Ellickson Engineering, based in Waterford, has been con-
victed by the jury at the Circuit Criminal Court in Tralee, 
Co Kerry of a breach of health and safety legislation, fol-
lowing this collapse of a lift at the hotel in Killarney.  

 
8. A company and a self employed contractor have 

been fined heavily for safety failings after one man 
died and another was left seriously injured falling six 
storeys down a lift shaft. 

 

        Southwark Crown Court heard on 17 January that 
work was being carried out to decommission a lift 
shaft in a building that was being converted into luxu-
ry apartments in the Victoria area.  The chain sup-
porting the lift car broke while two men were working 
on top of it, causing the car to fall to the bottom of the 
shaft on to the buffers.  
  

 

 
 
 

One of the men was wearing a harness attached to 
the top of the lift car. Because he fell in the space 
between the car and shaft, he survived with seri-
ous injuries. The other man however was not 
wearing a harness and died instantly. 

 

The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) carried out an inves-
tigation and found that … the planning and management 
of the project was inadequate in relation to work at height 
and the lift decommissioning work. 
 

Health and Safety Meeting 2017   
 

“What inspectors are looking for  
And how to stay one step ahead!”  

 

Southalls took a look at what HSE and 
Local Authority inspectors’ priority areas 
are for 2017, and details on what busi-
nesses in the industry can do to be pre-

pared for when the inspector calls. 
 

It is vitally important for the Regulators 
to communicate to the Industry on what 
compliance with the health & safety reg-

ulations and standards implies.  
 

http://www.shponline.co.uk/hse-2017-what- 
inspectors-are-looking-for- 

UK  -  SERIOUS  &  FATAL  ACCIDENTS  (Continued) 

 

JACK GREEN RETIRES 
 

Jack, a well-known facilities managing engineer from TFMC  -  

Bidvest, has decided to call it a day. Ensuring that his children 

have graduate status to tackle the adversities presented by 

the modern South Africa, Jack now needs to spend more time 

with his family and on his hobbies. Seen here, he enjoys scan-

ning the heavenly bodies of the night-sky. It is certainly less 

demanding than everyday engineering challenges. 

We crossed swords with Jack as far back as 1976, when he 

was deputy engineer for OPA, specifically the Free State hos-

pitals, and more specifically their lift installations. Jack was a 

hard task-master but fair. There was not much that one could 

tell him about air-conditioning, security access controls, elec-

trical reticulation, and of course lifts. 

Jack moved to TFMC in 1998, ending up as regional facilities 

engineer for the Pretoria area, specifically the Telkom Campus 

properties with their multiple lift installations. 

http://www.shponline.co.uk/hse-2017-what-inspectors-are-looking-for-
http://www.shponline.co.uk/hse-2017-what-inspectors-are-looking-for-
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“Rescue workers rushed to Langham Place in Mong Kok after 
one of the longest indoor escalators in the city stopped under 
full load and reversed at high speed on Saturday afternoon 
(25th), sending shoppers tumbling down backwards and injur-
ing 18, one of them seriously”. 
 

Recorded video footage shows the 45m long escalator which 
links the 4th and 8th floors of Langham Place, changing direc-
tion suddenly without warning.  Speeding up without warning, 
it caused terrified shoppers to lose their balance, fall back-
wards and tumble down to pile up in a heap at the base. 
 

Some people were heard screaming as they fell backwards, 
trying to cling to the hand-rails to avoid tumbling down the 
escalator.  But with the speeding steps, people knocked into 
them causing them all to fall down. It had happened so fast 
that people couldn’t respond in time, falling down and con-
tributing to the injuries. 
 

Lift and escalator Safety Advisory Committee member Charles 
Wong Kai-hon stated that it was possible that the accident 
was caused by a malfunction of one of the esclators two 
brakes as also the non-reversing mechanism. A Langham Place 
spokes person confirmed that the escalator had passed a 
(service) inspection as recent as March 23rd. The mall has 
nearly 200 merchants (shops) and attracts nearly 200 000 visi-
tors each day. 

 

 
Right: An amateur photo-
grapher’s photo of the 
escalator reversing and 
people tumbling down to 
the base. 
 

Below: Another photogra-
pher’s photo from the side, 
giving a better idea of the 
full-load condition and pile-
up at the base. 
 

Editors’ Note:  Imagine if 
this was South Africa with 
its entry bollard at the 
bottom, the injuries then! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HONG  KONG  -  SERIOUS  ESCALATOR  ACCIDENT 

ACCIDENT  AT  HONG  KONG  SHOPPING  MALL  ON  SATURDAY 25TH  MARCH   

LEAVES  18  PUBLIC  INJURED    (Source : Internet) 



 

 

 
EDUCOM COMMUNICATIONS 

 
Educom’s contact logistics, where you speak to … 

The Editor  -  Bonnie Peden  
 

Office: (011) 907-0133 
Te lefax: (011) 907-0131                  

E-mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za 
 

                             PO Box 531,  Alberton,  1450 
 

Please forward us your newsworthy articles and photos for dis-
sémination to all our colleagues around the RSA. 
 

Articles contributed to Educom are evaluated by ECSA as CPD, 
assisting you to achieve your minimum 5 points per year, avera-
ged out over 5-year rolling periods. Remember that … 

 

« Ignorance of FACT is NO excuse  
for any stated non-compliance » 

 

« Liberty means responsibility  -   
That is why most men dread it » 

 

                                                              George Bernard Shaw 
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We are on the Web  -  go to … 
 www.iliasa.org.za 

The web is maintained by LIASA immediate past Chairman 
Sanjeev Singh for the members’ benefit 

LIASA in 1995, to qualify for ECSA (Engineering Council) recognition 
as a ‘Voluntary Association’ (VA  -  Article 21 Association), formal 
Articles of Association were required, along with a formalized membership 
structure. These were drawn up by founder members Dr Theo Kleinhans 
and Steve le Roux. Steve was elected as Chairman of the National Execu-
tive Committee in Gauteng, with Theo as Executive Secretary-Treasurer; 
Mike Russell as Regional Chairman Western Cape and Graham Mould 
as Regional Chairman Eastern Cape. Natal and the Free State were va-
cant at that time.   
 
 

LIASA CONTACT DETAILS 
  

Bonnie Peden  -  National Executive Secretary 

Office: (011) 907-0133     Telefax: (011) 907-0131 

E-Mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za 

Website: www.iliasa.org.za 

PO Box 531,  Alberton,  1450 

 

 

FROM WILLEM DU TOIT’S  
INSPECTION FILE 

 

(Continued from Page 11) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The photo above is of the safe relays to be used with the 

mentioned sensors. Each sensor is separately connected 

to one of these relays and in this case each relay can 

handle two sensors. If the wires to a sensor are shorted 

or bridged, then the relay will not operate. These relays 

are resistance and polarity sensitive. 
 

Yellow and brown wires at the bottom of each relay rep-

resent a lock circuit. This photo was taken on a 7 stop lift 

in a cement factory  -  so as seen, three and a half relays 

were used. 

 

NEW  DMR  REGULATIONS ...    
DOL ADVISED  FINAL  COMPLIANCE 

 

Bonnie is still getting phone-calls regarding the proposed 
FINAL compliance dates.  We therefore inquired from Wil-
lem du Toit on his interpretation of WHEN the approximate 
12 000 hoists installed under the old DMR regulations 
should comply with the latest SANS 1545:5  Access-only 
Goods Lift standard? 
 

Willem replied … Looking at the attached new DMR & the 
foreword of the minimum requirements, I understand it to 
be ... 

Users have 5 years from 30 September 2015 
to comply, therefore the 5 years will effective-
ly expire on 29 September 2020.  (only 3½ 
years left) 

 

DoL should have included in the foreword: “Only where lifts 
cannot comply with SANS 1545-5, the minimum standards 
can be used”, but it is too late now. 

ELEVATOR LIGHTER MOMENT ... 
 

After a long day on the golf course, I stopped in at Hooter's 
to see some friends and have some hot Wings and ice tea.  
After being there for a while, one of my friends asked me 
which of the waitresses I would like to be stuck in an ele-
vator with.  
 

I told him  -  "The one who knows how to fix elevators ...   
I'm old, I'm tired, and I need to go to the toilet”. 

 

                                                                 Eddie Cooke  -  Port Elizabeth 

mailto:iliasa@abcxyz.co.za

